Mercury emission in the worldwide natural environment has been a pressing problem for many decades. It originates from various sources including the mining industry, burning of fossil fuels and industrial wastes, and volcanic activities[@b1]. Owing to its volatile nature and long atmospheric residence time, mercury is one of the most serious and ubiquitous hazards in human society. In particular, the Hg^2+^ ion is one of the largest mercuric pollutants in environmental water and should be controlled since it converts into materials that are hazardous to organisms and human health. Since mercury accumulates in the ecosystem during tropospheric cycling, monitoring of very low concentrations of mercury in the early stage of pollution is strongly required for the assessment of hidden risks. Thus far, gas chromatography (GC) and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) are the most sensitive methods for detecting mercury. The detection limit is well below the ppb (10^−7^% by weight) level but they require dedicated machines for this purpose, and chemical processing for extracting mercury from the as-sampled water is also needed[@b2]. Various methods have been reported, such as using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, photoluminescence, and colorimetric sensors, but in most cases, they require several steps for selective detection and the sensitivity is not satisfactory compared with GC and AAS[@b1][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6].

Surface plasmon-based optical sensing is one of the most promising techniques since it offers quick, simple, and inexpensive detection with high sensitivity. Among them, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) dielectric sensors enable us simple and quick detection but they do not have a sufficiently high sensitivity in the case of metallic species such as Hg^2+^ [@b7][@b8]. On the other hand, plasmon enhanced \"vibrational\" spectroscopy is an alternative approach that enables us to sensitively detect target species (or guest materials) by monitoring the vibrational state of the linker molecules (or host material)[@b9][@b10]. Such sensors, provides us another promising approach with both high selectivity and excellent sensitivity not only for \"molecules\" but also for \"metallic species\"[@b10].

In this report, we present our test-of-concept experiment using of high-efficiency \"plasmonic amplifier\" to sensitively detect the change in the vibrational state of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) aptamer due to Hg-binding.

First, we study the optical property of the gold random nanogap structure. By means of the spectroscopic measurements and numerical simulations, we examine the spectral evolution in the mid-IR of this plasmonic substrate during its morphological development. Secondly, for the application to Hg detection, we use this Au nano-structure as an electromagnetic (EM) amplifier to sense optically the change of the Hg^2+^-binding DNA aptamers in natural water sampled from Lake Kasumigaura without having any chemical pretreatments. The data taken using a conventional infrared (IR) spectrometer show that the Hg^2+^-associated sharp IR signal is detected with ppt-level (10^−10^% by weight) sensitivity separated from the biomolecule-originated signals in the lake water, thus proving the high potential of this method in chemical and environmental monitoring of metallic species in water.

Results
=======

Role of nanogaps in the molecule-plasmon coupling
-------------------------------------------------

In our attenuated total reflection (ATR) setting, the electric field from the free space passes through the silicon crystal and reflects at the water-solid interface, resulting in the so-called evanescent field, with its decay length in the sub-micrometer range. In the presence of the Au nanostructure, this decay length shrinks into the nanometer scale, and the light intensity concentrates on the molecules that cover the Au surface, especially in the nanogaps[@b11]. Here we utilize this phenomenon to detect trace amounts of target species, by excluding the huge unwanted signal from the bulk water which is the most serious drawbacks in IR spectroscopy.

[Figure 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of Hg binding by a DNA aptamer (composed of 15 bases of thymine) immobilized on the Au surface[@b3][@b4][@b8]. First, Hg^2+^ ions are attracted by negatively charged DNA and then go in between two thymine bases by changing the straight single-stranded DNA conformation into hairpin-like (folded) structures \[[Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. Also, chemical/electronic status of the local bonds near the trapped Hg between the thymines should undergo substantial change such as change in dipole moment, which manifests itself as a change in vibrational signal intensity[@b4].

First, to understand the infrared absorption of the plasmonic structure used in this study, we combined the results of *in-situ* IR experiments (see Method) and the numerical electromagnetic (EM) simulations. The rigorous coupled wave analysis method (RCWA method, DiffractMOD, RSoft Design)[@b12] was used to simulate the influence of the morphological development of nano-particles on their IR response, as well as the spectral coupling of the plasmonic substrate and stretching vibrational signal of water. To precisely simulate the experimental situation, we used typical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images taken in real experiments in accordance with the growth stages of the plasmonic substrate to simulate the spectra. They are shown in the left of [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, framed by red, green and blue colors; corresponding height: 15 nm, 25 nm and 40 nm; filling factor: 11%, 52% and 81%, respectively. The dielectric functions in the IR region are taken from the measurements by Johnson and Christy (for Au)[@b13], and by W. Theiss (for Si and water)[@b14]. The impinging, polarized (s or p polarization) IR radiation is illuminated from air to the Si substrate, inclined 30° relative to the normal incident of Si. [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative reflectance IR spectra of the measured and simulated plasmonic substrates, performed in air. A clear development of the reflectance spectra in the mid-IR is observed as the island\'s lateral size and the filling factor increase. This evolution shows good accordance with the reports on the lithographic plasmonic objects[@b15][@b16]: the red-shift in IR plasmon is induced by the development in the object size and the electromagnetic (EM) coupling between them. In order to verify this simulation result, two typical reflectance spectra are shown. The lower reflectance curve (with circle) corresponds to the film at percolation, showing a good matching with the simulation data. The data at higher reflectance corresponds to the film at the stage slightly before the percolation. It should be noted that the growth conditions between each experiment cannot be exactly the same, a slight variation of the reflectance is often recognized within this range of experiment. A small discrepancy between the simulation and measured data from 3000 cm^−1^ toward higher energy is found which might be either assigned to the surface roughness and roundish corners of real AuNP gap structures, or the much smaller area of the simulated structure than in experiment.

[Figure 2b and 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show the optical property of the Au nano-structures in the presence of water. The *in-situ* IR measurement ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) shows the spectral evolution of the Au nano-structure at different growth stages (three of them are shown by real SEM images on the left). In the very beginning, the relative reflectance spectrum of the initially grown small islands just shows a nearly 100% line, with respect to the initial reference spectrum taken right before the growth of Au nanoparticle (AuNP). This implies that the AuNP resonance does not stay in the IR but in the visible region of the Mie resonance. At further growth stages, the grown AuNPs interconnect and extend laterally, which resemble the situation shown typically in the SEM picture with green frame. Accordingly, as seen in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the marked change in the slope of the entire IR spectra coming along with the water (-OH) stretching band (at ) is observed. This evidences the development of laterally grown Au islands and the emergence of the coupled broadband IR plasmon through the physical interconnection and the EM coupling between the islands as discussed above. The enhanced -OH vibrational signal implies that the water vibration starts to hybridize with this broadband IR plasmon. At further growth stages, this -OH stretching vibration evolves into a strongly asymmetric line shape assuming a Fano-type spectral feature. This asymmetric feature is a consequence of the strong hybridization between the broadband plasmonic density of states and the sharp vibrational state of water -OH stretching vibration[@b17]. The experimental details of the correlation between the spectral feature and the observed surface morphology of the Au nanostructure can be found in a reference[@b11].

In parallel to the measurement, the RCWA simulations for different growth stages were performed and shown in [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The presence of water was simulated by incorporating water into the three-dimensional model where the Au nano-islands with various filling factors (see real SEM images on the left) are placed on top of the Si surface and surrounded by water. Good agreements between the experimental data and the simulations are identified accordingly between [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Note that the Fano-type spectral shape was reproduced at the stage where the islands nearly touched, but still kept isolated. This confirms that as the gap becomes narrower, the water-plasmon coupling, or hybridization, becomes stronger owing to the interaction through the enhanced EM field at the nanogaps. The ensemble of such a variety of nanoscale planular entities, with a close-packed assembly, exhibits a pronounced broadband resonance extending to the \"near- to far-IR\" region that overlaps with the entire frequency region of the molecular vibrations.

Optical detection of ionic mercury in natural water
---------------------------------------------------

The optical experiments for detecting trace amounts of Hg^2+^ ions were performed by using the following steps. First, after the preparation of the optimized Au nano structure, a 1 μM of thiolated DNA aptamer (in deionized water) solution was introduced into the flow cell for adsorbing the DNA aptamers onto the Au surface. The DNA is composed of 15 bases of thymine and has excellent selectivity for Hg^2+^ against the other ions[@b3][@b8]. The strong bonding between the thiol-end group and Au ensures the nearly full coverage of the DNA after the adsorption for 30 min. Subsequently, the natural lake water (sampled from Lake Kasumigaura) was introduced to replace the deionized water. To imitate the lacustrine environment polluted through tropospheric cycling of mercury, the Kasumigaura water was mixed with trace amounts of diluted HgCl~2~ solutions with different concentrations before introducing into the flow cell.

[Figure 3(a) and 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} show the relative IR reflectance spectra (in deionized water) after the monolayer adsorption of DNA on the Au nanostructure recorded with two different polarizations. Two antiabsorption features located at ca. *ω* = 1380 cm^−1^ and 3400 cm^−1^ are found for both polarizations (as indicated by the two dashed lines in the figures). The former antiabsorption feature corresponds to the desorption of the excess molecules (such as APTES and trisodium citrate) that remained after the fabrication of the Au nanostructure. We often observe this feature during the adsorption of different thiol end-capped molecules, which could be the consequence of the weaker bonding of these residual molecules compared with the strong Au-S bonds. The latter broad feature around corresponds to the O-H stretching vibration of water, which is gradually replaced by the DNA as they are adsorbed.

Some fingerprint absorption peaks of DNA were clearly observed (indicated by red color), from *ω* = 1400--1730 cm^−1^, with strong dependence on the polarization of the incident IR beam. In the case of s-polarization ([Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), C = O and C = C stretching peaks of thymine centered at *ω* = 1656 cm^−1^ and 1724 cm^−1^ (signal intensity of 0.2%) were observed[@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21]. In the case of p-polarization ([Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), absorption line at *ω*~T~ = 1400 cm^−1^ was clearly observed with higher intensity (1.8%). In contrast to the weaker signal reported for the case of free-standing thymine DNA in water[@b21], the absolute dominance of this peak with strong anisotropy may be an indication of the good alignment of the DNA with respect to the Au surface. If this is the case, this can be partly due to its unique base sequence solely composed of thymine, where the straight anisotropic conformation of the DNA readily takes place. Near the saturation coverage, the self-assembly of the DNA will take place owing to their high packing density as well as to the Coulombic repulsion between the negatively charged DNA molecules.

Since the EM field from the incident IR light is strongly concentrated inside the Au nanogaps[@b22], the observed vibrational features mostly originate from the DNA aptamers assembled therein, aligned perpendicular to the side walls of nanogaps (as a simple assumption). If this is the case, the difference of the IR signals found for the polarization dependent measurements may be an indication of a polarization dependence of this vertically aligned DNA molecules. A similar investigation for the alignment of water molecules at the water-metal interface had also been reported in literature[@b23] providing the difference of IR signals between interfacial water and bulk water. For the roundish-like DNA structures whose configuration is more isotropic, such polarization dependence was not found[@b24].

It should be noted that the antenna resonance of the plasmonic substrate gives strong near-field EM field confinement in the nanogaps mostly with the surface-parallel direction for both polarizations. In the case of s-polarization, the electric field of the incident light is aligned perpendicular to the surface of the nanogaps and the DNAs in the gaps are excited along their long axes. In contrast, the electric field of the p-polarized light is inclined 30° from the normal direction of the Si surface and can result in slightly different (weaker) electric field intensity in the gap as well as on top of the Au island surfaces. Such difference might result in a different spectral feature as can be contrasted in [Figs. 3(a) and (b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figure 3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative IR spectrum of the Kasumigaura water normalized to the initial spectrum of DNAs in pure deionized water (no polarizer used). After 16 h, we did not observe any noticeable change in the thymine-related peak at *ω*~T~ = 1400 cm^−1^, revealing that the structural component related to this vibration is very stable and remains unchanged even after the exposure to the as-sampled natural lake water.

In contrast to the invariance of this DNA-associated feature, biomolecule-related vibrational bands emerge, indicating their abundance in the lacustrine environment: two broad peaks located at \~1558 cm^−1^ (α: C-N stretching and N-H bending modes, Amide II), a shoulder at \~1656 cm^−1^ (β: C = O Amide I) and \~3300 cm^−1^ (γ: N-H stretching mode). These spectral features are in accordance with the positions expected from amino acids (also fatty acids and aldoses), which exist as major components produced through microbial decomposition in Lake Kasumigaura[@b25].

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of relative IR spectra taken from the natural lake water mixed with different Hg^2+^ concentrations. The reference spectrum was taken from the original lake water before mixing with a trace amount of Hg^2+^. Each spectrum was accumulated for 30 min to ensure the near saturation of the mercury adsorption. In contrast to the spectrum of the original natural lake water without Hg^2+^ ([Fig. 3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), we clearly observed the evolution of the peak at *ω*~T~ = 1400 cm^−1^ (marked as red, solid line), which systematically changed its intensity depending on the Hg^2+^ concentration. The peak shape remains unchanged with different concentrations. Also no shift in the peak position was observed. This intensity change was not observable from the water without Hg^2+^ and only observed from the Hg containing solutions. Also we did not observe the changes in C = O and C = C bands at *ω* = 1656 cm^−1^ and 1724 cm^−1^ indicating that the DNA itself did not desorb from the surface.

[Figure 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the DNA aptamers after the absorption of Hg^2+^, according to the model reported in the literature[@b3][@b4][@b8]. Owing to the absorption of Hg^2+^, the DNA aptamers can fold their shape from straight to hairpin-like geometry, giving rise to the distortion of their straight and highly anisotropic feature. The microscopic driving force of this change is the connection of two thymine bases bridged by a Hg^2+^ ion. As shown in [Fig. 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} (right) the new N-Hg^II^-N bond is formed by releasing two imino protons into the solution[@b4]. This process accompanies with the substantial charge re-distribution near the two N atoms in the imide structures (surrounded by red dotted square), and subsequently leads to the intensity change of the vibrational peak at *ω*~T~ = 1400 cm^−1^. Since this mode involves large displacement of the N atom in the imide structure[@b18][@b19][@b20], the observed antiabsorption peak at *ω*~T~ = 1400 cm^−1^ is most possibly associated with the vibrational mode involving this N atom which sensitively reflects the dipole moment change owing to the formation of N-Hg^II^-N bonds. On the other hand, C = O related band at *ω* = 1724 cm^−1^ in the same imide structure shows only slight increase in the absorption intensity (indicated by small red arrows in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) suggesting that very small charge re-distribution occurs for the atoms further than the second nearest-neighbor from the Hg^II^ atom.

In the meantime, simultaneous increases in the biomolecule-related IR absorption lines at: α: 1558 cm^−1^, β: 1656 cm^−1^ and γ: 3300 cm^−1^ are observed. The normalized signal intensity for these vibrational features plotted as a function of Hg^2+^ concentration is shown in [Fig. 5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The signal intensities for all these four vibrational modes show the same behavior, indicating that the adsorption kinetics of all these components are the same. This means that the biomolecules enter the Au nanogaps simultaneously as the Hg^2+^ adsorption proceeds: the structural folding of DNA aptamers will provide a space for the biomolecules to enter more into the Au gaps, which enhances their absorption signals substantially. It should be noted that the thymine-Hg^II^-related signal at *ω*~T~ = 1400 cm^−1^ is energetically well separated from these biomolecule signals, and we readily obtained the ppt-level spectral-response by directly measuring the lake water without any chemical pretreatment. This is a clear advantage over many other techniques, where some chemical processing steps are normally required before measurements[@b2].

Discussion
==========

Compared with previous works on mercury detection using optical sensors, this random nanogap structure realizes an improved sensitivity and quick detection. It is surprising that a very low concentration of Hg^2+^ (as low as 37 ppt) was optically detected in the as-sampled lake water using a standard FT-IR spectrometer. The greatest advantage here is that there is neither need for a dedicated machine nor chemical pretreatment to extract the mercury from other background components. By taking advantage of the inherent spectral separation between the mercury-sensitive signal and the biomolecule-originated signal in vibrational spectroscopy, selective detection of ionic mercury from environmental water is possible, which also indicates the high potential of this simple methodology in environmental monitoring and various chemical sensing.

In conclusion, we have proposed an *in-situ* plasmonic sensing that is cost-effective, simple, and potentially applicable onsite for environmental monitoring of ionic mercury. The key features of the sensor material are the high density of nanogaps and their randomness, which make the Au nanostructures act as a mid-infrared EM amplifier and enhance the vibrational signal of the mercury-binding DNA aptamer. The Hg^2+^-associated signal was extracted selectively from the signals of residual biomolecules that exist as major components in the lacustrine water. Our first attempt using a conventional FT-IR spectrometer already exhibited very high sensitivity down to the ppt level (10^−10^% level). Further improvements such as combining with aptamers for different metallic species and adopting portable IR spectrometers will make this method more ubiquitous and suitable for the onsite applications in environmental monitoring, laboratory chemical research, and quality management in industry.

Methods
=======

Optical set-up
--------------

The experiments were performed with a standard Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (Nicolet-Japan NEXUS-670) equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector, a KBr beam splitter, and a custom-made liquid flow cell[@b11]. The IR measurements were carried out in the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) geometry, with a resolution of 4 cm^−1^, under an appropriate (s- or p-) polarization condition. The incident angle of the IR beam was 30°, inclined relative to the normal direction of the silicon sample.

Preparation of infrared Au nanostructures coated with DNA aptamers
------------------------------------------------------------------

The Si ATR crystal with a natural SiO~2~ layer was exposed to 10% \[aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) - methanol\] solution for 30 min. Subsequently, a droplet of 11-nm-diameter Au nanoparticle (AuNP) suspension was deposited onto the APTES surface to form a sub-monolayer Au nucleus. Subsequently the AuNP sub-monolayer was grown by exposing to a Au^3+^/NH~2~OH solution \[0.3 mM HAuCL~4~ (Aldrich) and 0.4 mM NH~2~OH (Acros Organics)\] in water at a constant flow rate of 3 ml.min^−1^. The IR spectra were recorded during the growth of the AuNP film to investigate and control *in-situ* the optical development of the film. We controlled the final stage of the film by looking at the coupling strength of the water vibration () and the broadband plasmonic excitation in the nanostructured gold substrate (see [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

The 1 μM solution (10 ml in volume) of thiol-functionalized single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide with 15 bases of thymine \[5′-SH-(CH~2~)6-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT-3′\] (Life Technology Japan Ltd.) was prepared by solving DNA in de-ionized water (resistivity ρ \> 18.4 MΩ·cm). This solution was subsequently treated in an oil bath at 95°C for 10 min, followed by a slow temperature decrease to 65°C and naturally cooled to room temperature. The DNA solution was then introduced into the ATR flow cell with Au nano-structure and the DNA monolayer is immobilized on the Au surface.

Preparation of environmental water with controlled Hg^2+^ concentration
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The environmental water was sampled from Lake Kasumigaura (Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan) and used as solvent for the experiments after being filtered with filter paper (5 μm pore size) to remove particulates. The mercury detection experiment was performed by diluting Hg^2+^ (HgCl~2~ Sigma Aldrich) in the environmental water and introducing into the ATR flow cell with DNA/Au nanostructures. Fraction of the Hg^2+^ ions with respect to the other components (HgCl~2~ and HgCl^+^) in aqueous solution varies depending on the ionization equilibrium. In the concentration region used in our work (ppt region), the Hg^2+^ ion is the largest mercuric component.
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![Mechanism for infrared plasmonic sensing of mercury ions.\
(a) Schematic of the mercury trapping by a DNA aptamer. A Hg^2+^ ion bridges two thymine bases (small hexagons) and forms N-Hg-N bonds leading to the conformational change of the DNA. (b) A photo of Lake Kasumigaura and subaqueous environment. (c) Schematic of the EM field-enhancement in the Au nanogap (typical gap-size of about 10 nm) with the presence of DNA aptamers on the plasmonic substrate. Structural and chemical changes in these DNA owing to the adsorption of Hg^2+^ ions lead to the modification in the optical spectrum, which later plays as a mechanism for the detection of mercury ions.](srep01175-f1){#f1}

![Experimental and simulated spectra on the optical property of the plasmonic Au nanogap network.\
On the left: three typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the gold nanostructures, taken at different growth stages, scale bar: 200 nm. Those SEM pictures are used as models for the rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) simulations. (a): A comparison of the simulated spectra (adopting the blue frame SEM) and the measured IR reflectance of the samples whose morphology is similar to that of the SEM pictures in the left. (b): Experimental time evolution of the IR spectra measured *in-situ* during the growth of the AuNP. (c): RCWA simulations of the three growth stages (SEM images in the left) in the presence of water in the nanogaps. The increase of the spectral coupling between the water vibration and the plasmonic excitation of the Au nanostructure could be identified accordingly from the distorted feature of the water bands. The color of each spectrum in (b) and (c) corresponds to each growth stage represented by the SEM images with the same color on the frame.](srep01175-f2){#f2}

![IR spectra from DNA aptamers.\
(a) and (b): The relative IR spectra of DNA on AuNP plasmonic structure in pure water under different polarization conditions, s-polarization (a) and p-polarization (b). (c) Measurement performed in sampled water from Lake Kasumigaura. The red and blue features indicate vibrational signals from the DNA and residual biomolecules from Lake Kasumigaura, respectively. Schematic on the right of each graph shows the corresponding depiction of the measurements.](srep01175-f3){#f3}

![Detection of the presence of ionic mercury in environmental water.\
Spectral evolution shown as a function of Hg^2+^ concentration (added into water of Lake Kasumigaura). DNA-related signal is indicated by red peak and small red arrows. Green absorption feature shows the residual biomolecules in the lake water. Note that the scale of reflectance is different for each sub-graph.](srep01175-f4){#f4}

![(a) Schematic of the structural deformation of DNA owing to the bridge-site adsorption of Hg^2+^ in the presence of different biomolecules occupying the in-gap space near the folded DNA. Two thymine bases are bridged by an Hg^2+^ ion after releasing two imino protons. Subsequently the neighboring bonds around the N atoms in the imide structures (marked by red dotted frame) will modify its dipole moment and gives rise to the IR signal change. (b) Evolution of the intensity of the DNA peak (related to the imide bond in thymine) at *ω* = 1400 cm^−1^ and biomolecule-related ones at α: 1558 cm^−1^, β: 1650 cm^−1^ and γ: 3300 cm^−1^, by varying the Hg^2+^ concentration.](srep01175-f5){#f5}
